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CONFESSIONS OF A HARLEQUIN READER:
LEARNING ROMANCE

AND THE MYTH OF MALE MOTHERS

Angela Miles

Like most women, I think, I've read oneor two Harlequins over the years
when nothing else was available. All I saw, at first, were sexist, predictable,
often poorly written stories with boorish heros and embarrassingly chil-
dish heroines . They have a rigid formula which, unlike many other aspects,
has remained unchanged over the years. In fact, the guide sheet for aspir-
ing authors warns that the plot must not interfere with the romance and
asks them to make their manuscript approximately (!) 188 pages in length .
As one romance writer succinctly put it : "In the Roman rose the plot is
always the same : attraction followed by repulsion; despair at the hero's in-
difference ; jealousy ; reconciliation on the last page."' That means the last
page, literally. Never earlier.
Imagine my surprise when I first found myself actually enjoying aHarle-

quin . It was one summer when I stayed at a friend's cottage and it rained
for days and days . I lay on a comfortable sofa, beside a warm wood stove
andread what was available. The third Harlequinwas a very different read
from the first, and I found myself enjoying it . Once the pattern was familiar
(it is so predictable that it's clear by the third book), it becomes interest-
ing to see how each author works variations on a theme; however, there
is much more involved .
Knowing the Harlequin formula made reading the books an emotional

experience in such away that I didn't begin to understand until much later.
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In this paper I will argue that the enormous emotional power of the Harle-
quin reading, andthe romance fantasy in general, can be explained by the
fact that the hero is in fact a mother figure for the reader/woman . When
areader knows the Harlequinformula she can identify the hero figure im-
mediately, anticipate the pattern of events, and becomes involuntarily
caught up in an extremely active and demanding psychological interac-
tion with the text, one that has been called, without irony or exaggera-
tion, "the Harlequin experience ." Readers who don't know the formula
do not and cannot participate in the same emotional and psychological
way andhave a very different reading experience that is much more de-
pendent on the quality of the plot and the writing.

After I returned to the city and the pressures of thesis writing, I con-
tinued to read the occasional Harlequin; but I sometimes chose to read
them when otherbooks were available. At the time, I explainedmy pleas-
ure in them by the fact that I was very, very busy and tired and needed
a break. I didn't bake, garden, exercise, or do crossword puzzles or any
other things that would make a welcome change from intellectual work .
No wonder, I thought, that I like to sink into a mindless, predictable Harle-
quin world where you know exactly what is going to happen after only
one or two pages.

Gradually, I began to read more andmore Harlequins, until one day, when
I found myself about to buy one, I began to suspect I was hooked . I rea-
soned that anyone who paid 95 cents or $1.75 (or whatever it was back
then) for the few often poorly written pages had to be hooked . So I vowed
that I would never sink that kind of money into any habit, hoping in that
way to limit myself to the occasional read . No sooner had I made my deci-
sion, than I discovered a second-hand store two blocks away from my place
that sold ten Harlequins for a dollar! My resolve weakened, I became a
customer and had to admit that I was a "Harlequin reader."

As soon as I realized this I "came out." As a feminist I know that the
personal is political and that we must struggle individually to change our-
selves as well as collectively to change society. Yet I didn't want to lose
the strange comfort I found in Harlequins and I didn't feel they were terri-
bly destructive or sinful . I could justify making Harlequins a non-struggle
area of my life only if I genuinely felt they weren't so bad. Also, if they
weren't so bad I had to be able to tell my friends that I read them. In any
case, skeletons in the closet leave you awfully vulnerable, if not to black-
mail then to terrible embarrassment, and I wasn't up to living with the risk .
I didn't make a public announcement or send cards but I did drop it into
conversations whenever I could. This wasn't easy to do, but it got easier
as I developed arguments defining women's romantic fantasies as harm-
less (to others at least, if not themselves), human, and relatively innocent,
especially when compared to the pornographic fantasies of men .
No feminist I told ever admitted to me that she read Harlequins or any

other kind of romances ; it may be alright to watch soaps but no one ad-
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mits to Harlequins . Not all women are Harlequin readers of course. But
many read one or another form of romance novel. Even more have en-
joyed such classics as PrideandPrejudice, Rebecca, Gone with the Wind,
or the film Moscow Does not Believe in Tears. It must be a rare woman,
heterosexual, or lesbian who does not know, if only from her teenage years,
the attraction of the knight in shining armor who will take over her life,
give it meaning and take care of all her troubles for ever after.

Yet the fact that the appeal of romance is at least recognized, if not shared
by most women including feminists even when it is marginal to their lives
and self-image, is notused as a resource by feminist analysts ofHarlequins .
This departure from one of the basic tenets of feminist research has, I think,
weakened much feminist analysis, of Harlequins .
Not surprisingly feminists find deeply negative messages in these books.

The plots often seem to legitimize general male boorishness and lack of
respect for women, to reinforce the sexual double standard, and to infan-
tilize women who are usually younger, more innocent, lower in status, less
well established, less sure of themselves, and more vulnerable than the
hero. They tend to perpetuate the myth of women's powerlessness and
necessary dependence on men. Their central presumption (with a few nota-
ble recent exceptions) is that contentment and meaning in life not only
can but must be found in love and marriage .

Feminist critics have noted that these messages "betray complexities of
life" and "approve and confirm the present structure of society,"z they
"reinforce the prevailing cultural code [that] pleasure forwomen is men;' 3

and they are not radical critiques of capitalist patriarcha 4 All of which are
true but unidimensional, for these critics focus on what Harlequins do for
capitalist and patriarchal ruling groups without addressing the equally im-
portant and more interesting question of what they do for women. For
women not only choose to buy millions of these books, but have a large
and direct input into their shape and content through Harlequin reader
panels, survey research, and newsletters.s The popularity of Harlequin
Romances is as much women's creation as it is Harlequin Enterprises'. In
order to understand this we need to know not just how their explicit mes-
sages serve "the system" or what the words of the books say, but what
they become for the women who read them (or, as some would say, "con-
struct the experience as readers"!) .
Some feminists have recently begun to treat the woman reader as an ac-

tive subject andask this question, but even they tend to treat her as some-
one completely different from themselves . Janice Radway, for instance, was
among the first feminist writers on popular romance to accord the wom-
an reader an active role in the process. On the basis of important original
research, including in-depth interviews with readers, she criticizes other
feminists for reading Harlequins as simply oppressive myths. But she does
so in terms that emphasize the separation rather than connection between
researcher and researched, arguing that we should not presume our "own
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reading [is] a legitimate rendering of the meaning of the genre for those
who usually read it . "6 She describes the process of interpretation as : "Try-
ing to render the complex significance of events and behaviours as they
are experienced by members of a culture for others not in or of that cul-
ture." She also presents her findings as "the product of an interrogation
of one cultural system by another carried out through the interaction of
ethnographer and informant ."$
There is no doubt that interpretation is necessary and that there are truths

to be discovered that (we) readers have not articulated . There is also little
doubt that the language of ascholarly paper or dissertation is not the same
as that of Harlequins or of (we) Harlequin readers; it is necessarily a for-
eign or second language for women researchers, however proficient we
may be . We should ascertain that our method does not deny us the use
of our first andshared language as women, even when we use the second
as well . For this shared language and culture is a resource we bring as wom-
en to our analysis of women, and romance is an area of our culture that
must raise important personal questions for us as feminists, which, in turn,
lends itself well to an interrogation from our own lives.
My experience as a feminist andHarlequin reader starkly raised the ques-

tion "What do they offer me?" I began reading Harlequins before they were
even slightly influenced by the values of the women's movement (see be-
low), and as a feminist I often found their message/story offensive. I had
to suspend or censor these judgement/feelings in order to enjoy the book .
The fact that I could do this suggested that there was another level of mean-
ing for me; something less explicit that appealed to me and presumably
to other readers; something that could help to explain why this simple
and threadbare formula should so attract women, and how women, who
know the meaning to be false, can lose themselves in it, in other words,
something that could begin to answer the question "What is the myth of
romance for women?"

II : The Hero as Nurturer

As I pondered this, I quickly realized that the hero in Harlequin Romances
may be supercilious, arrogant, and patronizing but he is also and above
all independent and self-sufficient. This point is often made in detailed
contrast to "the other man" whois a common feature of Harlequins . These
"other men" are weak, childish, dependent, sullen, and needy. They whine
and pout and constantly demand attention and mothering from the
heroine:9

Sullenly he pushed her hand away. Briefly Kelly was reminded
of a little boy who had been thwarted in a game (Kelly's Man,
Rosemary Carter, HP362: 5) .
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This wasn't the Roger she knew - this man was a stranger, a
petulant spoilt boy. Her own anger rising, she said the unforgivable
thing. She said, "Roger darling, do grow up!" (A Very Special Man,
Marjorie Lewty, 2282 : 11) .

"You're so relaxing Kate," he said happily once. "The one person
in the world that I can always rely on completely to look after me .
I don't know where I'd be without you" (Dark Encounter, Suzan-
na Firth, 2307: 7) .

"Men like me can be lonely, they can sometimes long for a prop
- someone near and dear to lean upon . I need you, so please don't
be too long in agreeing to marry me." (Needless to say she didn't
marry him . Harbour of Love, Anne Hampson, 2230 .)

The refusal and revolt is sometimes explicit :

The first night ever he had stayed [at her apartment] Gavin had flaked
out, with Elizabeth tucking him in like a baby. It even occurred to
her then, that a large part of her affection for him was maternal .
In many ways Gavin was a huge child, and he would probably re-
quire a lot of mothering . "I can't do it!" She said aloud in piteous
resignation . (And she breaks off the engagement . Broken Rhapso-
dy, Margaret Way, HP549 : 102 .)

The implicit contrast between these men and the hero is often made ex-
plicitly :

Ian was gentle, idealistic, a bit of a dreamer, with one foot in the
past like herself . He needed someone practical and hardheaded to
look after him ; to see that he ate the right food at the right time
and didn't spend too many hours bending over his work. Whereas
Tearlach was tough and realistic and didn't need anyone to look af-
ter him (Beyond the Sunset, Flora Kidd, 1732 : 131) .

Nicholas was all the things she most detested - arrogant, conceit-
ed, domineering . She guessed he was self-sufficient and ruthless .
But he was not childish (Kelly's Man, Rosemary Carter, HP362 : 66) .

Harlequins are also about not to having to mother men, and I think this
strikes a strong and pleasurable chord with women who do so much of
this . Not only are Harlequin heros grown up (rare birds in women's ex-
perience),'° they are sensitive and considerate and take care of the heroine
- something so unexpected that the heroine frequently marvels about
it : "What a strange man he was, she thought as she sipped her tea . She
had just witnessed in him an unexpected sensitivity. Many men wouldn't
even have noticed she was upset" (The Icicle Heart, Jessica Steele, 2297 :
106) . Whether remarked upon or not, Harlequin Romances are full ofheros
who take care of heroines :
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"Let's go back to the house," he said, "before you catch cold!' .' (Isle
of the Golden Drum, Rebecca Stratton, 1991 : 144) .
"Let's get these painkillers down, shall we? . . . . . . He held her firm-
ly and gently while she swallowed the capsules. "You don't have
to stay with me," she protested weakly . . . " "I think I'll stay all the
same" (Blue Lotus, Margaret Way, 2328 : 175) .
He walked to the sofa, picked up her shoes sitting on the floor be-
side it, and carried them back to the heater. "We'll get them warm
before you have to put them on," he explained .

His thoughtfulness sent a warm glow of pleasure through her
veins . That combination of indomitable strength and tender con-
sideration was rare (A Lyon's Share, Janet Dailey, HP208 : 49) .
As he unwrapped the dripping oilskin, he said, "Now pop up and

get into something dry while I make things ship-shape down here."
With a little sign of contentment Beverley climbed slowly upstairs .

It,was wonderful to have things taken completely out of her hands
.

.
. . When she came down again it was in warm dry clothes. The

fire had been built up and the flames roared and in front of it was
placed a basin of warm water.
As soon as he saw her Alex placed her firmly in the armchair,

pulled off her slippers and placed her feet gently but firmly in the
warm water (Lord of the Isles, Henrietta Reid, 2442 : 92) .

The same caring scenes are described over and over again in different
books, by different authors, sometimes in almost the same words :

He came into the room bearing a bowl of warm water that smelled
faintly of antiseptic . . . . His touch was very gentle as he bathed
her grazed hands (Hotel ofAconandos, Katrine Britt, 2449 : 79-77) .
His hands were so gentle as he bathed her face, she almost didn't
notice the stinging pain . The water was exactly the right heat and
he laced it with antiseptic (Kiss ofa 7yrant, Margaret Pagiter, 2375 :
179) .

Some analysts read the Harlequin hero's involvement in domestic and
nurturing tasks as a symbolic domestication of the male that is satisfying
to women. Others have suggested that it symbolizes a power that women
have won through love . There are surely elements of truth in both of these
related points, but reflection on my own reading experience suggests that,
more importantly, this theme provides the reader not only with an escape
from the constant demand to physically and emotionally nurture others,
but also an access to that same comfort, at least in fantasy.
Janice Radway's interviews revealed this so strongly that she identified

it as the prime attraction of romance reading for women:
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Romance reading is both an assertion of deeply felt psychological
needs and a means for satisfying those needs. Simply put, these
needs arise because no other member of the family as it is present-
ly constituted in this still-patriarchal society, is yet charged with the
affective and emotional reconstitution of a wife and mother."

Her findings support my own sense that part of what women find in the
romance fantasy is someone "who will love them as they wish to be
loved ." 'z

III : Domination, Infantilization, and Resistance

All this is true but it does not explain the undeniably negative and un-
pleasant behaviour of the hero which is often also a prominent theme. He
can be domineering, patronizing, dismissive, arrogant, unpredictable, high-
handed, bossy, incommunicative, bullying, aggressive, and he even occa-
sionally uses force. There is also the even more unpleasant infantilization
of the heroine. She often finds herself needing help, and she often reacts
to the hero in silly and childish ways . Why is that an apparently necessary
part of the formula?
When I first began to read Harlequins I couldn't understand the foolish-

ness of it all . Both hero and heroine behave in unbelievably ridiculous ways,
misunderstand each other all the time, and do things that in any other con-
text would jeopardize any respect, and therefore concern, the reader might
have. I thought I had solved the problem when I realized that it was quite
a feat to keep two people who are meant to be together, who are deeply
and madly in love, apart for 188 pages. The authors must have to resort
to boorishness on the part of the hero and silliness on the part of the
heroine to do this . But this is not the full explanation.
Ann Snitow'3 and others read the hero's bullying and the heroine's in-

fantilization as a part of the general patriarchal message that women are
not full people, are not to be taken seriously, are not responsible and are
necessarily dependenton men. What, however, is in this for women? Some
have suggested that portraying negative male behaviour helps women live
with this behaviour in their own lives because in Harlequins there is al-
ways an explanation for the hero's coldness. Usually it has to do with his
love for the heroine. He thinks she is in love with someone else, or is too
young for him, or he has been deeply hurt by a woman in the past and
is frightened of this dawning love.

It has also been suggested that the uppity, reactive, foot-stamping be-
haviour of the heroine may give women readers pleasure because they like
to see heroines who can talk back to men andgive them a hard time. Read-
ers like heroines who do not try to please and impress men, who are, at
least at first, indifferent to male opinion .

Certainly, the heroine is never looking for a man or thinking of marri-
age. Ifshe is not indifferent to menand marriage, she has an absolute aver-
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sion . Early on she isn't interested enough to use feminine wiles, later she
disdains their use. Oneexplanation put forward for this is that the heroine's
lack of interest in the hero is required by a traditional code that forbids
"good" womento take an active part in initiating sexual relationships . But
when I first began to ponder the heroine's unvarying initial indifference
or aversion to the hero, it seemed to me that the heroine's lack of initiative
is important not primarily because we are bound by an internalized patri-
archal morality but because it indicates genuine love (whatever that is) .

It is important to the reader, who knows that men are easy prey to femi-
nine wiles, that the hero's interest in the heroine cannot be manipulated,
that he is one of the rare men who is immune to the temptation of the
surface appeal of even a stunningly beautiful women. There is something
very satisfying for the reader in a hero's love for an ordinary (though ap-
pealing) looking heroine when she has not set out to trap him while
another, much more ,beautiful and sophisticated, woman has. This classic
Harlequin scenario signals to the reader that we are seeing "true love." The
heroine is loved for herself, warts, tantrums and all .

All these explanations of the appeal of the domineering hero and the
infantile heroine are useful; and they are by no means mutually exclusive,
but they remain discrete explanations of separate aspects of the formula.
They do not, alone or together, provide an understanding of the tight, to-
tal Harlequin formula as the seamless whole that it is, and they cannot ac-
count for the overwhelmingly powerful emotional impact of "good""
Harlequins .

IV: Emotional Power

I first became aware of how powerful the emotional experience of read-
ing a "good" Harlequin is while I was staying at a friend's cabin. We were
reading after dinner when someone rudely interrupted me to ask: 'Angie,
why have yougot that silly grin on your face?" I had been reading aHarle-
quin andforgot where I was. I had even forgotten myself. I was, as so many
readers have testified, in "another world." When readers say "I feel as if
I am in a different world every time I read a Harlequin" and "Harlequins
are magic carpets . . . away from pain and depression"15 they are speak-
ing the literal truth about their reading experience .

Readers also frequently and vehemently attest to the importance of a
predictable plot, and their reading habits support their claim that this is
essential . Despite the almost total guarantee of ahappy ending many read-
ers are hesitant to trust it and read the conclusion before they begin the
book anyway. Kathleen Gillis 16 says this is because women are tired when
they read the books and need something relaxing, predictable, and easy
to read rather than challenging. Tom Henighen" ascribes this desire for
a guaranteed happy ending to the middle class housewife's commitment
to safe, "straight" love. He deplores her brainwashed willingness to be con-
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tent with tame and ritualized kisses before an inevitable happy ending . This
is so boring to him that he fails altogether to consider that it might be ex-
citing to women readers and instead presumes that it is the result of sim-
ple repression on their part .

In fact, a predictable plot and happyending are important to the reader
because they allow her to invest a lot more emotionally than she would
otherwise be able to risk and therefore to experience the full power of
the reading experience. The obvious question, of course, is where does
this power come from? It is certainly not evoked by the words on the pages
of the books. The quality of the writing, which varies enormously, can-
not account for the unvarying powerofthe reading experience which must,
then, be explained by the reader's interaction with and response to the
author's (good or bad; successful or unsuccessful) presentation of the for-
mula . The reader of Harlequins, although intellectually unchallenged, even
passive, is enormously active emotionally. ' 8

V: Hero as Mother

Reflections on my own Harlequin reading, combined with a close tex-
tual study, leads me to believe that the emotional power of the romance
fantasy in general, and the Harlequin formula in particular, largely results
from the hero who, in fact, is a mother figure for women . When we read
"good" Harlequins we are re-enacting the emotionallydemanding ambiva-
lence of our relationship with an unpredictable, tender, threatening, all-
powerful mother.

`True Love,' as an unconditional love which comes unsought and un-
earned, that is, without the heroine actively seeking it and regardless of
what she does to antagonize the hero, is like our dream of mother-love.
The hero's nurturing anddomineering behaviour, two aspects of the child-
hood experience of mothering, are presented as two constant and inter-
acting themes, often evoked with symbols of mother and child in scenes
which echo mother/child images, and involve explicit references to the male
as caretaker/mother and the female as a motherless child.
The heroine is usually an orphan or someone who has been neglected

as a child. Margaret Jensen, in a survey of 200 Harlequins, found that at
least one-third of the heroines are orphans.' Most of the others only have
afather or an uncaring andselfish mother or stepmother. The few heroines
who have an intact family are thousands of miles away from them .

"Mymother died when I was two, a road accident," Elyn said brie-
fly, her smile fading (Desert Flower, Dana James, 2632 : 22).

"My mother died when I was three. . . . I can't remember her" (The
Trodden Paths, Jacqueline Gilbert, 2492 : 79).
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Her parents had died within weeks of each other after a car crash
and she was virtually alone in the world (The Rainbow Days, Jean
S. MacLeod, 1719 : 5) .

Nicole had never been envious of anyone in her life, not even the
girls whose lives held the one thing lacking in her own : a mother
(Walk in the Shadows, Jayne Bowling, HP247 : 19) .

Her mother had died shortly after Stacey was born leaving her globe-
trotting husband with the unfamiliar and frightening task of raising
their child (No Quarter Asked, Violet Winspear, HP124 : 6) .

Often they long for the mothering they have missed :

Depression dropped over her like a dark mantle and suddenly all
she craved was peace, an end to the hostility between them . She
yearned to rest against him, and know him kind and compassion-
ate, cradling and comforting her, giving her the understanding she
had not known since her grandmother had died (Waitfor the Storm,
Jayne Bowling, HP505 : 138) .

She sat there for a long time, wishing desperately that she had some-
one to turn to for advice, to confide in, but there had been no one,
not since her mother had died, and she suddenly felt as lonely now
as she had done in those first terrible months of grief (Summer Fire,
Sally Wentworth, HP456) .

Tears filled her eyes as she tried to fight off the knowledge that all
this beauty and security could have been hers. She could have grown
up here, she could have swung in that swing that hung from the
lower limb of the silver birch by the gate, as a baby she could have
sat in the lovingly preserved high-chair in the living-room . . . . she
could have called this wonderful place her home (Man of the High
Country, Mary Moore, 2349 : 64) .

Hence, of course the charges that Harlequin Romances deliberately infan-
tilizes the heroine to reinforce the sexist message that women are child-
like, vulnerable, and dependent . This is a damaging message that is no doubt
conveyed by the books, but it does not explain why a childlike heroine
is an unfailing feature of the Harlequin formulaz° and why it is appealing
to women.

In fact, the emotional power of the "Harlequin experience" requires that
the reader regress to childhood in order to relive the vicissitudes of the
intense fear and love relationship with the mother. The heroine of a Harle-
quin usually does not know until the last page that the hero loves her. The
other 187 pages take the heroine and reader for an emotional roller coaster
ride focused intensely on :

10
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- the heroine's losing fight against inevitable unconditional love for and
dependence on the hero/mother ;

- her deep ambivalence toward the hero/mother with sharp swings be-
tween love and hate, admiration, and resentment ;

- the thrilling highs when she is noticed and nurtured by the
hero/mother ;

- the terrible loss when she is not, and fears of loss and separation from
him/her ;

- the searing pain and jealousy of her sibling rivalry, a woman whom
she thinks is preferred by the hero/mother ;

- the constant and intense desire for comfort and security through loss
of self and fusion with the hero/mother ;

- the final ecstatic fulfillment of that wish .
All these components of the Harlequin formula are essential parts of the

myth/fantasy of fusion with the mother. The emotional power of the tuss-
les and antagonisms, tenderness and rivalry, closeness and distance of the
protagonists come from the reader's reliving of the conflicted mother/child
relationship in the secure knowledge of its eventual resolution .

For some, the addictive aspect of this reading may come because it pro-
vides only a false resolution . The resolution/fusion is always left to the last
page of the book because it is the aim of the reading process,21 but the
comfort is tantalizingly brief, gone as soon as the book is closed . Continued
release/comfort can only be gained by picking up another book .22

Certain types of activities, commonly shared by mother and child, ap-
pear frequently enough in different Harlequins to earn the status ofthemes.
The hero and heroine shop for clothes for the heroine together ; he com-
forts her when she has bad dreams ; he scolds her for risking illness ; he
tucks her into bed and gives her medicine ; he leads her by the hand ; res-
trains her physically from running away, having tantrums and so on. The
hero's maternal role is glaringly obvious in pervasive nurturing scenes like
those cited earlier and below :

[H]e leaned over to see that her door was safely locked (The Man
on the Peak, Katarina Britt, 2305 : 144) .

When she turned to go on, Judy discovered that Charles had come
back and was waiting for her. As he saw she was ready to go on,
he took her by the hand. Judy made no protest, glad ofthe assistance
as the pull of the hill became even greater (Spread Your Wings, Ruth
Clemence, 1195 : 133) .

It was exquisite reliefwhen they sighted tents and Luke would swing
her up into his arms and carry her to the camp fire, propping her
round with blankets and sleeping bags for comfort (Tiger Sky, Ruth
E . Iver, 2244 : 115) .
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"There, there my love . It's all right . Just a dream." And the arms lost
their feeling of constriction as a gentle hand brushed the hair from
Verna's sweat soaked brow (The Sugar Dragon, Victoria Gorden,
P . 138) .

Jason . . . . took her into his arms, as gently as if she'd been a scared
child . She clung to him, all the pent-up emotions and tensions of
the day breaking in a storm of weeping . He held her closely, strok-
ing her head soothingly without speaking (Moorland Magic,
Elizabeth Ashton, 1741 : 155) .

Later in the dark hours, reliving her ordeal she cried out his name.
He was beside her in a flash . She dreamed she was lying in his arms,
and when morning came, she found her dream was real (The Little
Imposter, Lilian Peake, HP206 : 190) .

With a tremendous effort she opened her eyes staring back at him .
"It's a lovely feeling to know I'm safe . Thank you."
"Lie still . You're almost asleep." Strands ofher dark red hair clung

to her cheek and almost involuntarily he brushed them away. "Now,
I don't want to hear another sound out of you," he commanded,
as her eyes clung to him and her mouth trembled to say a little more .
"Good night" (Blue Lotus, Margaret Way, 2328 : 24) .

The maternal role is also obvious in more impatient infantilizing inter-
actions :

It seemed he was always speaking her name with a marked degree
of exasperation (Kiss of a 7yrant, Margaret Pargiter, 2375 : 160) .

"Miss Hurst," he said, and she broke into a run, making for the stairs.
But they were so far away and he was so quick in his pursuit of
her, he had her by the wrist before she was half way across the hall
(Little Imposter, Lilian Peake, HP206 : 161) .

He took her hand, then looked her over. "Look at you, girl . You're
covered in sand!" He dusted her down, brushing the sand from her
shoulders and arms, turning her and brushing her back and hips
(Ibid., p . 136) .

He seemed so overpoweringly tall standing over her the way he was,
and she was glad when he brought himself down nearer her level,
squatting beside her on his heels, his eyes watching her quizzically
(Isle of the Golden Drum, Rebecca Stratton, 2375 : 160) .

He lifted . . . the bulky parcel and walked out of the compartment
without waiting to see ifJudy followed him or not . After a seconds
hesitation . . . [she] set off down the corridor after him, her high
heels clicking twice to every step he took . Charles turned as she
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climbed out of the carriage and putting out a hand, helped her down
(Spreading Your Wings, Ruth Clemence, 1193 : 185) .

The hero is often bossy and angry in contexts that echo parental discipline .
He orders her for her own good ; and he gets angry with her because he
fears for her safety :

Antonio exploded into anger. "You have the impudence to call
me stubborn, and yet you refuse to take the quickest and most com-
fortable way, even though you are soaked to your skin! Madre mia,
Francesca, I shall soon lose my temper with you if you do not
behave.

Francesca glared at him indignantly and would have objected, but
he reached for her left hand and almost crushed her fingers with
the hard strong pressure of his . Then giving her a slight shake as
he drew her alongside him he started for the village, giving her lit-
tle option but to go too, and making very little allowance for her
shorter stride as she squelched along in her wet shoes (Trader's Cay,
Rebecca Stratton, 2376 : 132) .

He took a step which brought him close and he stood over her, tall
and lean and formidable." Are you going to do as you're told?" he
enquired softly. "I mean what I say, Teri, I'll dump you in that bath,
clothes and all unless you obey me" (Enchanted Dawn, Anne Hamp-
ton, HP132 : 83) .

He turned to stoop and drop a light kiss on the forlorn little mouth,
and said abruptly "Is that tooth bothering you?" "A little bit," she
evaded his searching glance . . . . . . You'd better make an appoint-
ment to have it seen to straight away," he said firmly. "Do that this
morning ." "YesJason," she nodded (Miranda's Marriage, Margery
Hilton, HQ1742 : 116) .

"Don't interrupt me!" He shouted his voice hard as flint . "Now drop
your stubbornness . Do as I say. Go and rest . It's an order!" With
that he strode into his study and shut the door decisively (Beloved
Viking, Suzanne Lynne, 2007: 123) .

The hero's exasperation and anger sometimes extends to threats of vio-
lence, in some cases even to violence. Though violence does not feature
in what readers have identified as "good" Harlequins.

His breath rasped in anger. "You knew you were going on a jour-
ney. Surely the sensible thing to do was eat if only a little. You real-
ly are the most irresponsible young woman I have ever known! You
ought never to be let out on your own. I could spank you" (The
Spanish Grandee, Katerina Britt, 1966 : 106
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"I could beat the living daylights out ofyou, so go easy, Stacey. What
made you run away?" "I'm not running away," She wasn't aware of
the tears running down her face, but she did know that she was
trembling too hard to be able to speak clearly (Kiss of a 7yrant,
Margaret Pargiter, 2375 : 143) .

The Harlequin heroine has extremely ambivalent feelings toward the
hero/mother throughout the book. She is resistant to his authority and to
her love for him : ". . . `drink it quietly like a good girl' - he said . `Must
you talk to me as if I'm a child' she flared . `I didn't know I was,' he frowned
. . . " (Man in a Million, Roberta Leigh, HP127 : 120) . It is clear from the
beginning, however, that the struggle is against a more powerful adver-
sary. The power is ultimately the hero/mother's to accept or reject the
heroine/child and to command ; this is an important given in the formula :

Kyle walked in, and his presence filled the room with sudden vibrant
power. I can't fight him, Lola thought - but I'm going to try (Kyle's
Kingdom, Mary Wibberley, 1836 : 133) .
Sloan only said her name but Stacey felt defeated: `911 right I'll go,"
she capitulated nervously . . . She could be angry with him, shout
at him, cry, argue, and defy him, but in the end it all boiled down
to one thing - she obeyed him (Kiss ofa 7yrant, Margaret Pargiter,
2375 : 159) .

The hero/mother is portrayed from the child/heroine's point of view as
unpredictable and threatening . the heroine's anger, resentment and dislike
vie with love for the upper hand . She wants her separate identity and her
connection to the mother/hero . The heroine's emotions encompass the
ebb and flow of this love/hate, trust/distrust, calm/storm, desire for and
fear of separation :

He held out his other hand to her. She went to him and took it almost
drowning in the flood of contradictory emotion he aroused in her
- resentment, love, challenge, passion - and longing for the giv-
ing of his hand to mean more than it did, his fingers the merest
light touch upon hers in a clasp which was only guiding her up the
stairs (Pact Without Desire, Jane Arbor, 2299 : 103) .
Charles was always unpredictable . She stole a quick glance at his
`face . In the dim light from the dashboard it was anything but reas-
suring. Where had the tender lover of last night gone to?Judy sighed
as she tried to remember all the wonderful words he had poured
into her ears not twenty-four hours ago. It might just have been a
dream (Spread Your Wings, Ruth Clemence, 1193 : 74) .

Never before had she been as aware of a man as she was of him :
of his animal strength and the sheer physical magnificence of bone
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and muscle ; of his sharp intelligence that one moment could wound
and the next could warm (Man in a Million, Roberta Leigh, HP127:
123) .

As always when they were alone together she had this feeling of
completeness, of utter content, as though nothing in the world could
hurt her - except himself (Connellys Castle, Gloria Bevan, 1809) .

She recognized with astonishment that she could openly defy Luke,
yell at him and let herself go, yet turn to him in need as if she had
known him all her life (Tiger Sky, Rose Elver, 2244 : 59) .

Tania Modleski has also noticed the heroine's ambivalence, particularly
anger and rebellion toward the hero in the Harlequin formula . She argues
that the heroine's revolt is a fantasy outlet for female resentment, and that
the life-threatening accidents which dog the heroine in another fixed com-
ponent of the formula are the logical extensions of this resentment "in
the fantasy of ultimate revenge through self-destruction . "z 3
More commonly than not, Harlequin heroines suffer life threatening ac-

cidents . They are carried away by the tide, stranded in the desert, hit by
falling rocks, cut by sharp knives, run over by cars - all of which serve
to show how precious the women really are. Modleski calls these events
"the heroines' disappearing act" and argues that they are the only safe way
to channel the heroine's (and readers's) anger and frustration . It is true that
the wish to harm the other by harm to the self is the fantasy of the power-
less against the powerful . Interestingly, however, the original and primal
experience of this fantasy is, for us all, in relation to our mother : "She'll
be sorry she treated me like that when she finds I'm not here tomorrow",
"If I died tonight she'd be in agony of grief" ; or "If she thought I were
dying she'd realise that she loves me."

Also, in this particular fantasy, power is not sought solely for revenge
but also to be loved, to be treasured, and to feel one's worth to the other
- hero/mother. It is no coincidence that the accidents in Harlequins, as
in our childhood fantasies, lead to tenderness and nurturing and often, if
not always, to avowals of love . The heroine's accident sometimes makes
the hero aware of his love for her. It always and primarily gives her and
the reader an occasion to revel in that love, concern, and care . The reader
can regress to her powerful childhood needs and luxuriate in the wish ful-
fillment of childish fantasies :

She leaned forward, and at that moment a great wall of green, splin-
tery glass towered over her as she was swept from the rocks and
tossed over and over like a rag doll . She was gasping, fighting for
breath . There was a roaring in her ears like a mighty wind . She
couldn't breathe . . . couldn't breathe . . . . Then she felt herself
jerked upwards and she gulped in welcome draughts of air. A voice
said : "Take it easy. I've got you . just relax . . . . . . Then a wave swept
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them both towards the shore, and Scott, picking her up like a child,
held her in his arms and he strode up the beach and towards the
Land Rover standing on the sand (Hills of Maketu, Gloria Bevan,
1309 : 184-185) .

Slowly consciousness returned and through the veils of mist that
swirled before her eyes, she became aware that someone was hold-
ing her and touching her head with light, deft fingers to ascertain
her hurt. She tried to see who it was, but her eyes would not focus
and she closed them again dizzy and sick .
She leaned back thankfully against the stalwart shoulder support-

ing her, and felt the rough wool of a sweater against her cheek . The
man shifted a little to ease her into a more comfortable position,
and she felt, or thought she felt, his lips against her uninjured tem-
ple, while he murmured in a voice vibrant with anxiety : "Charity,
are you all right? Little one . . . . "
She smiled faintly. There was only one person whom her rescuer

could be, and she was intensely moved by the tenderness in that
low murmur. This was love as she had dreamed of it, kind and com-
passionate, not fierce and demanding . She had not dared to hope
he was capable of such gentleness (Moorland Magic, Elizabeth
Ashton, 1741 : 78) .

It is not incidental, either, that the hero has then, like the mother, actually
given the heroine life : 24

Everything that had happened, being lost, then rescued in this
beautiful, pitiless, wilderness was strange to her, but nothing more
strange than being cradled in this imperious man's arms .

She sighed deeply and brushed the tears from her face. Her head
fell back against his shoulder and her melancholy, deep blue eyes
closed . He was strong, the strongest man she had ever known, and
she owed him her life (Blue Lotus, Margaret Way, 2328 : 25) .

Here one almost expects the hero to begin breast feeding the heroine.
A rival for the hero's love is another constant in the romance formula .

Ninety-eight percent of the Harlequins that Margaret Jensen surveyed had
a female . rival for the hero's love . 25 In earlier Harlequins, these are a whole
species of extremely beautiful, manipulative women who pretend to be
all heart and warmth to men but don't bother to hide their coldness, in-
difference, and cunning from other women. Your quintessential male-
identified woman is revealed as follows :

"How clever of you," smiled Miss McGrath, and turned to the two
men . It would always be that way Rachel knew instinctively. For
Fiona McGrath was what is known as a man's woman (The Other
L nding Girl, Mary Burchell, 1431 : 81) .
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Rosemary was not genuinely the quiet and womanly sort . . . Quiet
perhaps. But remarkably resourceful in her sly and secret way. Go-
ing almost silently about her business, despising her own sex and
preying on it (Girl with a Challenge, Mary Burchell, Harlequin Om-
nibus, 37 : 242-243) .

Felicia with her own sex made no attempt to be pleasant (Blue Lo-
tus, Margaret Way, 2328 : 114) .

In more recent Harlequins, the other woman is much less likely to be
a nasty, male-identified, woman-hating manipulator. she may be kind and
friendly, warm, generous, and gifted, but still breath-takingly beautiful and
a feared potential rival for the hero's love : "It would have been so much
easier to feel right about her feelings for Travis if Miranda wasawitch. But
she wasn't . She was nice -and sweet -and offered the hand of friend-
ship" (Wonderers Dream, Rita Clay, Silhouette, 1981 [date]).

This, like other significant recent changes in Harlequin's content (such
as heroines who are older, are not virgins, and will keep their careers after
marriage)z6 is an interesting sign of the impact of feminism in this unlike-
ly arena. More important for my argument, however, is the fact that none
of these changes alter the basic dynamics of the Harlequin read . The un-
witting, innocent, and even likable rival, is still a rival . Her presence and
the hero's suspected love for her still puts the heroine through the tor-
tures of the damned and allows the reader to relive her sibling rivalry in
the security of a happy ending: "The pain of unrequited love was all the
more unbearable because she loved him so desperately, and therewas noth-
ing she could do" (The Man on the Peak, Katerina Britt, 2305 : 139-140) .
For we readers know all the time that, whether the heroine or even the
hero know it or not, the hero is, or very soon will be, madly in love with
the heroine: "His gaze went past the glittering figure [of the rival] to the
girl in a simple flame colored dress who stood in the shadows" (The Hills
of Maketu, Gloria Bevan, 1309 : 164) . This, of course, gives tremendous
power to the heroine which anumber of analysts have pointed out is pleas-
urable in itself to women in a male-dominated society. As Margaret Atwood
has said :

Harlequins are about doing the best you can under the circumstances
which are not dandy. Harlequins are about Beauty and the Beast.
Harlequins are about lion taming : if you can't be a lion yourself you
can at least domesticate one . . . . Harlequins are, among other
things, how-to books on the fantasy level, for women who ex-
perience daily their own lack of power."

The tall, strong, commanding male learns that he needs the heroine
although not, of course, in the same way as the weak, dependent other
man who leans on her. The hero will neverdo anything to harm the heroine
and he will do everything he can to make her happy because he loves her.
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Not unvaryingly, but often enough to be noteworthy, the heroine's new
sense of power over the hero is noted explicitly :

"I will give it all up, if you wish;" he told her with such simple
sincerity she felt ashamed of her lingering doubts . . . .

He, the most arrogant of the Valdivias, was allowing her to choose
his destiny, placing his life, his future and his happiness in her hands
(Valley of Paradise, Margaret Rome, pp. 187-188) .

`And when you saidyou'd come with me, down here to find Fleur
- to find Philips, I wasn't sure why you were coming, and it took
all the strength of will I possessed to say I'd bring you with me,
knowing I might have to beg you to come back with me."

"You'd have begged?" Her voice shook with the turbulent emo-
tions that shook her like a physical shock, and Clary looked down
at her with such fierceness in his eyes that she had to believe he
meant it .

"I'd have begged," he said hoarsely, "if I had to, to get you back!"
(The House of Kingdom, Lucy Gillen, 2026 : 187.)

Janet Patterson has argued that, through the hero's love, the heroine/read-
er gains access to the male world in the only way open to her.28 Tania
Modleski and others have also noted the satisfaction for women in vicari-
ously winning power over the male dominator.29 This is no doubt true
but it's not the whole truth.
The Harlequin world is a female world, not a male world. There is no

male world in a Harlequin. The hero's world is one of beautiful furniture,
comfortable beds, magnificent views, delicious and plentiful food, and fine
weather; not competition, business, or public power. He, of course, has
considerable power and stature in the public world but that is not what
he represents in the Harlequins . What the heroine gains access to through
him is beauty, ease, and luxury-creature comforts and, above all, securi-
ty and a home for ever and ever. Her concern is not to impress the hero
or to use him in her career ; she is appreciative of women's skills and ac-
tivities, and supportive of other women who support her in return, and
her woman-identification may be explicitly contrasted to the male iden-
tification of the heroine's rival who uses and betrays women in her pur-
suit of the hero.
The heroine, for one reason or another, usually lives in the hero's beau-

tiful and luxurious home. This, of course, provides lots of opportunity for
contretemps, misunderstanding, tension, mutual awareness, and excite-
ment . It also dramatizes the homelessness of the heroine who unfailingly
finds herself strongly, even violently attached to this place. The pain of
having to leave his home often rivals the pain of losing the hero. The
heroine will become totally lost and without a place in the world. The
hero's home is her only home, she must be there; it is this home the hero
represents, not the male world.
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From being a despotic employer he had become the man she
loved, and loved without hope ofrequitement . Nor had she dreamed
that Carne would come to be like a second home. She loved every
stick and stone of the old grey house and its terraced garden, and
to leave it and its owner was proving a wrench that seemed to tear
her in two (Moorland Magic, Elizabeth Ashton, 1741 : 162-163) .

The power the heroine wins through love is also power with a differ-
ence . [S]he had the strange sensation of a switch of power, as though she
were in command" (Miranda's Marriage, Margery Hilton, 1752), but she
does not choose to command . Hers is not the power to do anything, but
the power to abandon herself without risk ; to lose herself in another,
without any fear that she will be hurt or will suffer. It is the necessary con-
dition for her fusion with the hero/mother and for a truly "happy" and
unconflicted ending . She can become one with another and yet have her
every wish granted . Paradoxically, the heroine/reader glories in her power
because it enables her to luxuriate in a passivity that is anything but
masochistic .

VI : Sex and Romance

All these interactions, ins and outs, complications, and even routine daily
activities are accompanied by enormously heightened sensual awareness .
Everything is a thrill : a glance, a touch, a thought, angry or kind words,
not to mention closer contact become one thrill after another. The heroine
is portrayed in an almost constant state of emotional arousal often erotic,
though, as we have seen anger, and resentment feature as well .

This has led some writers to presume that Harlequins are primarily about
sex . Male analysts, for instance, have hypothesized that "Harlequin
romances are essentially pornography for people [read women] ashamed
to read pornography," 3° or are safe scenarios of vicarious sexual adventure
for people (women) without the courage to actually engage in the presumed
desirable itself. 3'
Anne Snitow develops a more sophisticated analysis that tries to explain

the attraction of sex (or pornography) for women rather than presuming
it as these others have done. She argues that one content of pornography,
though by no means the only content, in a patriarchal and misogynist so-
ciety, "is a universal infant desire for complete, immediate gratification,
to rule the world out of the very core of passive helplessness . . . . [P]or-
nogrpahy . . . reaches straight down to the infant layer where we all im-
agine ourselves the centre of everything by birthright and are sexual beings
without shame or need for excuse ." 32 In a sex divided and male-
dominated society, says Snitow

we have two pornographies, one for men and one for women. They
both have, hiding within them, those basic human expressions of
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abandonment I have described. The pornography for men enacts
this abandonment on womenas objects. Howdifferent is the por-
nography for women, in which sex is bathed in romance, diffused,
always implies rather than enacted at all! This pornography is the
Harlequin romance."

Ann Douglas34 and others have also written about romances as wom-
en's pornography and this approach has been widely influential among
feminists. Despite the undoubted insights that some of these analyses have
to offer, however, there is a deep flaw in an analytical approach which de-
fines women's experience in terms of men's, even in its difference. A very
important and hard-won tenet of feminist research andtheory is that wom-
en's experience must be seen and defined in its own termsand notsimply
in comparison/contrast to men's. This is forgotten here, as it is all too fre-
quently elsewhere, and the resulting insights are limited by the distortion
of focus - a distortion which is immediately evident when we reverse
the process and call pornography "men's Harlequin's."
Ann Snitow's recognition of the total immersion/arousal of the Harle-

quin reading experience is acute, but there is an obvious problem in defin-
ing pornography apart from its two most noteworthy, and in fact defining,
features : explicit sex and the degrading use of women as objects. For our
purposes, a more important limitation of Snitow's approach is her own,
and others', presumption that Harlequins are about sex even when it is
often not "enacted at all" and even though women readers state over and
over again that "the books are not about sex but about romance and cite
in conversation their preference for novels that lack explicit sexual
description! 135

Analysts who have presumed that Harlequins are about sex have had
to deal with readers' claims oflack of interest and with the fact that, though
there is constant portrayal of erotic arousal, there is relatively little explicit
sex. They have posited as explanation women's lack of sexual courage, their
repression due to patriarchal double standards, and lack of social approval
of female sexuality, along with their fear of pregnancy in asociety in which
women are economically and socially dependent on men .
They have not, however, thought to ask whether the arousal and emo-

tional intensity might not come from the dynamics of the fraught
hero/heroine relationship itself rather than from the "diffused". sex. Does
the sex and sexual excitement perhaps stand for, mirror, and heighten an
emotional intensity that is not about heterosexual sex at all? Ann Snitow
notices that "the romantic intensity of Harlequins - the waiting, fear,
speculating -are as much a part of their functioning as pornography for
women as are the more overtly sexual scenes ." 36 She does not realize,
however, that the powerof the male presence comes almost entirely from
this intense pattern of "waiting, fear, speculating." The romance is that pat-
tern and not the sexual scenes such as they are. The final scene is always
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a declaration of love, a resolution of the emotional see-saw consisting of
fears of separation and loss, not a sex scene.
Janice Radway found that "the hero's protective concern and tender

regard for the heroine" : is the main thing for readers who care little whether
it is portrayed in sexual terms as long as it is "extensively described."37 I
would argue that this care and attention is in itself erotic to the heroine
and to the reader. Certainly the two themes of nurture/security, and erotic
and emotional excitement are closely intertwined in the romances.

He was an exciting person to be with - she couldn't ignore him
- he was so vital, so attractive, so-so-so comforting somehow (Rata
Flowers are Red, Mary Moore, 1578 : 77).

Joan curled tighter in his arms, those strong arms that would always
protect her and thrill her with their caress (Alyson's Share, Janet
Daily, HP208: 185) .

Radway recognizes a psychological component to much of women's
romance reading when she connects the requisite infantilization of the
romantic heroine with women's "unconscious wish . . . to experience again
. . . that primary love the infant received at the breast and hands of her
mother." 38 But she does not see, as Snitow does, that the emotional im-
pact comes primarily from powerful infantile desires rather than from the
undeniable need of women for nurture that she has given central role in
her analysis . 39
The erotic power of the hero is achieved because he is the mother ; he

offers the complete gratification of safe total, passive surrender in the fol-
lowing forms : the excitement of security :

Julie did not know how to answer him but she made no effort to
pull away again. His strong arms around her made her feel more
secure than she had felt in a long time . But as his hand moved sooth-
ingly across her back, the vague longings he had always aroused
in her blazed into disturbingly intense desires. Suddenly the sense
of security combined with an almost irresistible feeling of danger-
ous excitement (Roses and White Lilies, Donna Alexander, McFad-
den Romances, 98 : 67).

The sensuality of nurture :

She held out her hand and he came back and took it in his hand .
"You're cold," he said . She said, "Warm me," and he sat down on
the bed beside her and held her against him, gently stroking her
back and shoulders. Dora snuggled closer, warmed andcomforted
by the feel and the smell of his smooth skin under the rough
bathrobe, while a sweet sensuous languor was draining her cons-
ciousness. Her eyes were closed, her lids and limbs were heavy. She
murmured, "Hold me," as though she waswarm so long as his arms
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were around her, and then the velvet darkness covered her like a
lover, and she slipped into a deep and dreamless sleep (The Black
Hunter, Jane Donnelly, 2187 : 159) .

The firmly established subconscious identification of the hero as mother
provides heightened erotic intensity to mundane activity as well as to sex-
ual encounters .

They walked slowly back to where Helen had left her beach robe .
Picking it up Leon held it for her to put on and then, turning her
round, he began to fasten the buttons . . . . . .Hold your chin up."
Helen obeyed, blinking rapidly at him as the sun became hurtful
to her eyes . His hands touched her throat, he shook his head slightly
and gave her an almost tender smile, "I'd kiss you if we weren't be-
ing watched," he said, and then, more briskly, "Come, child, its time
for tea (Gates of Steel, Ann Hampson, HPl : 100) .

Strength and tenderness, harshness and gentleness, control and indulgence
are erotic in themselves, echoes of the early contradictory experience of
the mother :

Suzanne lay against him painfully aware of the strength and tender-
ness in his arms (The Man on the Peak, Katerina Britt, 2305 : 84) .

He drew her close and once again she felt his great tenderness, and
his strength (Gates of Steel, Anne Hampson, HPl : 190) .

She now sensed in him, the male strength mated with a devastating
tenderness (Northern Sunset, Penny Jordan, HP508:130) .

Nevertheless it is security, belonging and comfort that is the aim of it all,
and is, paradoxically, exciting, emotional, and erotic. The resolution of the
separation from the mother, the rediscovery of original, sensual and com-
plete fusion is the climax of the romance. The heroine will live happily
ever after in the womb, provided by the hero . In romantic fantasy loving
is mothering; to be loved is to find a mother. The powerful presence of
the lover evokes the mother who is everything to the child and the read-
er's regression to this emotional state is what gives the image of the hero
power.
Throughout the book the heroine longs for this release, fears its loss

with her separation from the hero, and resents his power over her :

Awakening to sunlight and warmth, she realized that Raoul's perso-
nality was powerful enough to enrich everything around her. Listen-
ing to the birds in the curly-roofed leaves, she revelled in a feeling
of being protected, free from all fear and hurt, although she knew
it was sheer fantasy (Man on the Peak, Katerina Britt, 2305 : 143) .
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He was so efficient, so reliable, and for a moment Teri allowed her-
self the pleasure of dwelling on having him for a husband . He would
be there always to smooth her path, to treat with amused contempt
the problems which from time to time must assuredly come their
way. He would be her prop, her secure anchor, her haven in all
storms (Enchanted Dawn, Annetta Hampson, HP132 : 180) .

The reader is able to indulge in all the heroine's heightened fear, joy, anxi-
ety, hope, and disappointment because she knows there will be a happy
ending . The heroine will, on the last page find her home, a place in which
to belong, peace, and security ever after :

She had come home, home to Flint and the safe harbour ofhis love
where she and he would dwell in simplicity and peace . The End
(Harbour of Love, Anne Hampson, 2230 : 186) .

She didn't question his understanding but merely sighed happily
as she read her future in his eyes and gave herself up to the match-
less sensation of being cherished . The End (Walk in the Shadows,
Jayne Bowling,

	

P2 7: 192) .

He drew her up ihto his arms again, while outside the moon clothed
the moor and slopes with silver and inside the thick walls of the
old house, silence brooded and the shadows gathered in the corn-
ers . They were no longer menacing, they represented home and
were the promise of deep content (Moorland Magic, Elizabeth
Ashton, 1741 : 190) .

VII : Mother - Resource or Neurosis?

My reflections on Harlequins over the years have benefited from a diverse
and growing feminist literature attesting to the psychological and social
importance of women's relationships to our apparently all-powerful and
unpredictable mothers.¢° This is a prominent theme in much experien-
tial/descriptive writing . Jane Lazarre, for instance, notes that the mother-
daughter relationship is the most compelling topic of study for the stu-
dents in her women's studies courses. In writing about relationships wi-
thin the women's movement Mickey Spencer and her collaborators found
"that mother and daughter roles affect many - perhaps most- relation-
ships among women, regardless of blood ties or group size ." Feminist
writers, film makers, and critics again and again evoke their relationship
with their mother when reflecting on their relationship to the female sub-
jects of their work, and feminist literary critics have come to recognize
the importance of mother-daughter relationships as they are lived and writ-
ten about by women authors .41 It is also an important theme in more the-
oretical work . 42 Mary O'Brien, for instance, has argued that women's
integrated experience of birth as a continuity of mediated labour provides
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the material basis for a female consciousness rooted in a discontinuous
experience of reproduction through the alienation of their seed .43
Nancy Chodorow, Dorothy Dinnerstein, andJane Flax, all, in different

ways, explore the social consequences of men and women's different psy-
chological experience of being mothered, respectively, by other and same
sex mothers. Chodorow and Flax suggest, for instance, that women, un-
like men, develop their sense of self and their relationship to the world
and others through a continuous identification with the mother which gives
women the basis for a less separative, more relationally defined and con-
nected sense of self than men. Thus women's experience of self and the
world is very different from the competitive and dualistic male sense which
has been called "the human condition" and which shapes all patriarchal
cultures and values . This gives women special emotional, interpersonal and
social awareness and capabilities, but it also makes it more difficult for us
to forge a strong and secure separate identity"
Much feminist psychoanalytic literature considers men andwomen's ex-

perience of sex, love, and romance in the psychological context of the
mother/child relationship. Dorothy Dinnerstein, Nancy Harsock, and Isa-
ac Balbus all include an examination of this part oflife in their more general
social analyses . 45 Other relevant work includes Diane Hunter's argument
that transference wishes link the "unconscious meanings in the doctor-
patient relation to the universal craving for the omnipotent mother of ear-
ly infancy." Louise Eichenbaum and Susan Orbach discuss the lifelong
yearning for "mother's support and care [by women who] from girlhood
to womanhood . . . live with the experience of having lost these aspects
of maternal nurturance," and Ruth Wodak's psycholinguistic findings
demonstrate that the "quality of the [mother-daughter] relationship does
not depend on social class. . . . [but is] a structurally necessary emotional
constellation in women which surpasses the barriers of class time. "46

This convincing theoretic and empirical testimony to the importance
of the mother in women's lives and psychological development lends sup-
port to my view that the Harlequin hero is a mother figure . It does not,
however, lead me to believe that women's relationship to our mothers'
causes Harlequin reading, or that Harlequin reading is the result of
widespread psychological difficulties of separation amongwomen . Some
readers are no doubt addicted and they may be driven to Harlequins by
aneed to relive an unresolved relationship with their mother or to escape
from an uncomfortable separate identity. 47 My own experience, however,
and that of many other readers who have shared their experiences with
me have convinced me that the vast majority of readers read Harlequins
because of social rather than psychological needs.
The powerful early emotional experience of our relationship with our

mothers is a resource women can call on through Harlequins to provide
a much needed escape . For most women, it is not the source of the need
for escape . In pointing to the psychological component of the Harlequin
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experience I am not suggesting that our relationship to ourmothers leaves
women incomplete or needy in a general sense. I am arguing, rather, that
this relationship provides an emotional experience powerful enough to
block out the present when women choose to regress to it . Most of us
choose to do this because our present circumstances are enormously
strained, not because we are driven by some persistent psychological need .
When our circumstances improve our use of escape through romance
ceases .

In my own case, I began reading Harlequins when I was writingmy Ph.
D. thesis - a time of great pressure when I could not justify taking any
time for myself. I got no relief, for instance, from going for a walk or to
a movie with friends because I felt that I shouldn't be there. I would, on
occasion, find myself longing for a Harlequin because I could count on
more sure and total escape from pressure with Harlequins than any other
form of leisure and could provide. After I completed my thesis I no longer
felt that longing to escape into a Harlequin, no longer felt the immense
pleasure/relief when reading them, and gradually stopped.
Many women have told me that they, too, have had a "Harlequin peri-

od" whichgradually came to an end . On hindsight it was atime of partic-
ular pressure - for instance, when they were mothering young
children ,48 under pressure as an adolescent or in the final year of univer-
sity. Other women who are intensely pressured and starved for nurture
all their lives remain dependent on Harlequins all their lives.
The lack of resources, time, and money for leisure away from home;

the lack of social and personal acceptance of women's visibly leisure ; the
nature of many women's lives in which work andresponsibility are a cons-
tant 24 hour reality, where there is no private place away from these; and
the emotional deprivation almost all womensuffer in a heterosexually struc-
ture society where women are care providers, rarely receivers, and where
most women can expect no motheringor nurture after early adolescence,
all combine to explainwhythe fantasy ofmothering in the guise ofaroman-
tic hero is the predominant form of escape for women.

If even the most emotionally and materially privileged women are
deprived of and hunger for mothering, how much more acute the need
is for many more women in less than optimum circumstances :

1) When I was maybe eight or so, I went to live with my oldest
brother. I had to clean the house and do all the hard work there
. . . . I used to sit in that house and dream abouthowsome day
some wonderful manwho looked like a prince wouldcome and
take me away, and how we'd live happily ever after.

2)

	

Things were so ugly in my family - my father drunk and in
a rage, hitting one of us or beating my mother up. My mother
worked most of the time . . . She'd come home and fix supper,
then we'd all sit around and wait . Finally, Mom would give us
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kids our supper. Eventually my father came home, and ifhe was
drunk, he'd storm around . Maybe he'd knock the pots off the
stove and make a holy mess . Or maybe he'd take out after my
mother.
When I think about it now, it sounds crazy, but honestly, the

worse things got at home, the-more I used to dream about how
I was going to marry some good, kind wise man who would
take care of me and how we'd always love each other and be
happy.

These quotations from Lillian Breslow Rubin's account of working class
family life in Worlds ofPain show the roots of romance fantasy in depri-
vation .49
The fantasy is available free in our own heads, or very cheaply in Harle-

quins, and it can be indulged at home, even by women with no time and
no power, if they are prepared to read after working a 16 hour day when
everyone is out or in bed - which many do .
More important for women whose pressures are never ending andwho

cannot even justify to themselves (let along others) taking time away, Harle-
quins provide certain and total escape for the two hours it takes to read
them . When asked why they read Harlequins some readers answer quite
simply, "It beats tranquilizers or alcohol" -an eloquent testimony to the
desperation of their lives and to their self-knowledge. Because we can liter-
ally lose ourselves in the early relationship with our mother it becomes
the ideal vehicle of escape, a catapult into another world that is as reliable
as drugs. This more than anything else is the reason that Harlequins are
such a standby for women who desperately need escape.
The child/parent relationship in Harlequins is so evident that many

writers, without seeing that the hero actually is the mother, have remarked
on various parallels. Jill 'Iweedie, for instance, has interpreted the roman-
tic hero as a father figure :

In my youth, men of the ilk of Max de Winter (Rebecca) (and all
his other ilks back to Mr. Rochester andbeyond) were generally ac-
cepted as love-object, not in spite of but because they were old
enough to be our fathers and so, to all intents and purposes, were
our fathers . And unless we get that straight those personal traits that
wouldbe off-putting in a youngmanonly contributed to our turn-
ing on . . . . Whatever he did, kind or cruel or rather rude, had to
be accepted as a child accepts the vagaries of God the Father . . . .
A child's need to be loved is too overwhelming to permit demands
on the beloved, the most that could be hoped for was a careful ac-
commodation to paternal whims. We aimed to please. 5 o

Ann Snitow notes that what Joanna Russ observed about the heroines
of gothic romances -that "they are loved as babies are loved, simply be-
cause they exist" - is true of Harlequin heroines as wells' Janice Radway
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also notes that "[Bly emphasizing the intensity of the hero's uninterrupt-
ed gaze and the tenderness of his caress at the moment he encompasses
his beloved in his still always `masculine' arms the fantasy . . . evokes a peri-
od in the reader's life when she was the center of a profoundly nurturant
individual's attention." 52 The idea that the Harlequin hero is a mother
figure has almost without exception "clicked" with womenreaders'fn pub-
lic talks I gave. They respond far more often than not with an excited "Ah,
yes!" or "Of Course!" People who don't know the books but read a few
to check out the idea have been convinced.

This leaves the complex question of why women would fantasize a
mother figure as male . It is beyond the scope of this article to offer any
but initial observations on this point, but one obvious reason may be that
in a patriarchy only men have enough social powerto represent the power-
ful mother figure. Paradoxically, female figures other than mythical ones,
do not have the necessary power and resources to stand for the mother. 53
Also, it may be less threatening psychologically to lose oneself in the other
sex where persisting difference from the heroine makes the loss of self
in fusion less absolute . The maleness of the hero/mother makeshim differ-
ent, also from the feared mother in a way that may further attenuate the
threat of fusion . Both these factors may make it easier for women to play
with that fusion psychologically.
The erotic aspect of the desire for and experience of fusion with the

mother is also much more acceptable in a heterosexually defined and en-
forced culture when she becomes a male figure. The masculinizing of the
mother thus decreases the threat of her attraction for vulnerable women
in a patriarchal society. Needless to say it also masks and tames powerful
female focused desires in a way that transforms them into a male focused
mythical mainstay of patriarchy - the myth of male mothering.

VIII

If it is true that women turn to reading romance because our lives are
so often barren of nurture andso pressured that we need to feel mothered
andwe need a quickandguaranteed escape ; and if it is true that romance
serves both these needs because the romantic hero is a mother figure -
what can feminists learn from all this?

First, it shows howimportant it is to fight the double standards of a cul-
ture that devalues women and all that is female if we are to successfully
analyze and transform our culture. Formularomance, by far the largest seg-
ment of the formula book market, has until very recently been ignored
by students of popular culture who have given loving attention to westerns,
mysteries, detective stories, ghost stories, and (worse) adventure stories.
What writing there is about formula romance is far more critical than writ-
ing about other formula forms which are more easily accepted as temporary
escapes for otherwise busy, intelligent, well-rounded people who are gener-
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ally in touch with reality. The "Harlequin reader" outranks bingo player,
soap watcher, prostitute, and housewife as a negative stereotype totally
defining a woman by one activity or aspect of her life. Readers of westerns
are not commonly supposed to live in expectation of a stage coach at the
door but Harlequin readers are presumed to believe in the Harlequin world
and to live in daily expectation of the hero's arrival . In fact, Harlequin read-
ers are as diverse a group and have as good a grasp on reality as any other
formulae reader. 54
Other negative presumptions drawn about women from Harlequins also

turn out'to be false. Women are not masochistic and are not reading Harle-
quins because they enjoy being dominated . The notion that romance is
a female neurosis, or even that the female condition is neurosis also proves
untenable when we see that romance works as an escape because women
use their relationship with their mother as a resource for regression, not
because women are actually as male-centred or as successfully brainwashed
to believe in salvation through men as might appear at first sight to be the
case . 55
The limits of analyses that do not challenge androcentric expectations

and values also become clear. The presumptions that Harlequin romances
are 1) power fantasies for people so crushed that they can't even fantasize
power, or 2) sex fantasies for people so repressed they can't even fantasize
sex, or 3) substitutes for fantasies about individual success of people so
limited that they cannot even imagine personal achievement, are insulting.
As soon as we allow women specific desires and interests we can see

that they are also incorrect . The popularity of Harlequin Romances sug-
gests that most women are not primarily interested in and do not gain satis-
faction from power over others or the power to aggress ; 56 that most
women's erotic pleasure, desire, and potential does not find itself primari-
ly in phallic focused intercourse outside of intimacy, nurture, care, and secu-
rity ; 57 and most women's sense of self and fulfillment requires a rich
world of interrelationship and interdependence. 58 Intimacy, security and
interrelationship are major turn-ons for women.

It is true that women are largely powerless in patriarchy and are exclud-
ed from successful participation in the public world, and our sexuality is
far more heavily repressed and denied than men's . Nevertheless, by defi-
nition, fantasy involves imagining what is desirable but unattainable or non-
existent . Only an exaggeratedly derogatory view of women could under-
lie the suggestion that we cannot even imagine what we truly desire. If
women as a group deeply wanted power over men, or competitive in-
dividual success, or easy uninvolved sex with many partners, I'm sure we
could fantasize it . In fact, some of us do some of the time - witness the
S & M fantasies that apparently please some women; but these fantasies
do not constitute major themes in female popular culture because they
are not central to women's desires.

2 8
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To say that Harlequins are no worse than male forms of popular culture
(in fact, more benign), that the readers are not necessarily pathetically
repressed and masochistic, and that the books must be understood as the
product of women as well as Harlequin Enterprises, is not to glorify Harle-
quins or to imply that they are harmless . 59 Regardless of the positive
changes in more recent Harlequin plots as a result of the influence of the
women's movement, the plots do often infantilize women, justify domineer-
ing behaviour from men, and imply that the most glorious destiny of a
woman is reciprocal love with a man. Even the least objectionable on these
grounds are, in fact, a form of escape which mystifies and hides powerful
female connections and female focused needs in a way that is imminently
compatible with patriarchy. Harlequins disguise women's powerful
homoerotic bond with their prime caretaker and deny women's practical
sisterhood of survival . Understanding the deeper psychological dynamics
of romance fantasy and checking the androcentric double standards too
often involved in its analysis does not change the fact that, while Harle-
quins help women survive, they do so in the service of what Janice Ray-
mond has called hetero-reality. 6° They are not the simple unidimensional
tool of patriarchy that they appear to be on the surface - but they are,
nevertheless, a tool of patriarchy.

It would be much better if women did not read Harlequins . However,
understanding that formula romances are partly women's creation and help
women survive makes the question of how we should relate to them as
feminists much more difficult . These romances do not deeply influence
most adult women's sense of reality and they do not actually lead most
women to expect salvation from men or to rely on men . Most adult wom-
en who read Harlequins have a pretty good grasp of reality and what their
needs are . Women don't look to these books for help in understanding
their lives, but for one of the few available sources of escape and comfort .
It is hard to see any benefit in denouncing or denying this relief to
women.61

Harlequin's popularity will decrease as we manage to bring help and sup-
port to women and to change social structures in ways that reduce wom-
en's stress and our enormous need to escape. Meanwhile, I think one
effective way we can combat their popularity is by getting the message
out as widely as possible that it is, in fact, women who mother, not men .
The little support that women do get actually comes largely from women
- sisters, mothers, neighbors, and friends - not from men . Yet the
dominant patriarchal ideology is so strong that it hides this from us . In
my own pre-feminist days I never named, and therefore never saw, the sup-
port I got from other women and the love I felt for them . The sisterhood
I was actually living, if only in truncated form, remained invisible to me.
Yet I know, from teaching women's studies classes as well as from my own
responses, that women are open to recognizing the truths about their lives
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when they are articulated - especially when those truths are affirming
women and our strengths and connections .
A sense of the complexity of the Harlequin phenomenon can help us

resist any tendency to too easily echo the patriarchal contempt for wom-
en who read them . It can help us use this distorted, but nevertheless real,
expression of female popular culture to learn more about women's desires,
needs, and strengths, as well as weaknesses. Harlequins are obviously not
an autonomous cultural form and are therefore limited as a source of in-
formation about autonomous women's needs. But they are still better for
this purpose than entirely male defined and controlled institutions and
cultural forms . Used in conjunction with research and reflection on other
aspects of our lives, and with feminist theory, Harlequins should provide
useful new questions for research and throw additional light on questions
we are already examining in different contexts .

For instance, the books' international, cross cultural, cross racial, and
cross class appeal lends support to the view that despite the obviously im-
portant diversity among women, much of what it means to be a woman
is shared at a very deep leve1 .62 Also, suggestions by feminist theorists that
women's sexuality and sense of power and relationship to the world are
different from men's seem to be born out by Harlequins .

Harlequin romances reveal female needs for nurture that should not be
dismissed as mere products of women's dependence and neurosis . They
suggest that escape from our oppression as women does not lie simply
in denying our eternally giving mothers and our needs for nurture in an
identity as `free spirits' who do not nurture. It requires, instead, the much
more complex and difficult struggle :

to accept and integrate and strengthen both the mother and the
daughter in ourselves, [this] is no easy matter, because patriarchal
attitudes have encouraged us to split, to polarize, these images, and
to project all unwanted guilt, anger, shame, power, freedom, onto
the `other' woman. But any radical vision of sisterhood demands
that we reintegrate them."

The psychological dynamics of the "Harlequin experience," in fact, lend
weight to the growing sense among feminists that our relations with our
mothers and our children, and women's needs for mutually "mothering"
behaviour are central areas for feminist reflection and struggle.

Revaluing women's relational and connective capacities and world view,
and recognizing the concomitant vulnerability of our separate sense of self
leaves us with the enormous task of redefining and creating, in our per-
sonal lives and in society as a whole, new reciprocal, mutually affirming
and interdependent definitions and expressions of strength, autonomy,
justice, power, and eroticism . The mother-daughter relationship, and the
,'mothering" needs and abilities of women are (like Harlequins) both a
resource and a barrier in this struggle :
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Notes
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It was too simple, early in the new twentieth-century wave of
feminism, for us to analyze our mothers' oppression, to understand
"rationally" - and correct - why our mothers did not teach us
to be Amazons . . . . [Yet] there was, is, in most of us, a girl-child
still longing for a woman's nurture, tenderness, and approval, a wom-
an's power exerted in our defense, a woman's smile and touch and
voice, a woman's strong arms around us in moments of fear and
pain . . . . It was not enough to understand our mothers ; more than
ever, in the effort to touch our own strength as women, we needed
them . The cry of that female child in us need not be shameful or
regressive ; it is the germ of our desire to create a world in which
strong mothers and strong daughters will be a matter of course .64

If the Harlequin hero is a mother figure, the Harlequin phenomenon,
paradoxically, testifies to this longing among women for women, and its
political importance . It also suggests that the female bonding and friend-
ship that must be central to any transformation of the patriarchy has hid-
den expressions even in the most unlikely of patriarchal institutions .
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